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John DeJordy. Paperback. Condition: New. 310 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.7in.Upon
awakening in the magical realm Elilith, John and his four comrades are doubly shocked. Not only
are they no longer in 17th-century Salem, Massachusetts, but they are transformed, having
acquired unusual abilities. As John and his friends struggle to accept their new home and
understand their new powers, the group befriends a race of elves suffering from a mysterious
plague. As more of their beautiful forest is destroyed, the elves sense their extinction drawing near.
The five newcomers pledge their assistance to the ailing elves. Sparse clues lure the group into an
immense fort, inhabited by hideous creatures, both living and dead. They follow the trail to a maze
of treacherous tunnels and finally to the true heart of the forest, where the source of the plague
dwells. Will John, Diane, Robert, Charles and Jean-Luc persevere to find the true heart of the forest
and stop the plague Can the five master their transformations in time to save both Elilith and their
birth home Transformations is book one of the Transfiguration series This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Reviews
Great eBook and useful one. it was actually writtern really completely and useful. You are going to like the way the article writer publish this publication.
-- Pr of. Er nestine Ema r d
Unquestionably, this is the finest function by any article writer. I have read and that i am confident that i am going to likely to read yet again once again
later on. Your daily life period will probably be transform when you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Sheldon Aufder ha r
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